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END-OF-COURSE ASSESSMENT 
(UNITS 7–12)

SECTION A: LISTENING

1 ECA1  Listen to three speakers talking about 
modern architecture. 

Questions 1–3
Listen to Speaker 1 and select THREE true statements:

a The importance of designs is often not 
appreciated for many years. 

b Architecture needs to be judged within its 
own time. 

c The use of modern materials can sometimes 
spoil a design. 

d The most unattractive buildings are often 
designed with modern materials. 

e Ancient style buildings are more attractive 
than most modern ones. 

f Being unhappy with innovative building 
design is not a new concept. 

Questions 4–5
Listen to Speaker 2 and select TWO true statements.

a A large majority of modern buildings are 
extremely ugly. 

b One design has not lived up to the architect’s  
promise. 

c New design concepts should always be 
revolutionary. 

d Niemeyer’s designs tended to be quite abstract. 
e Straight lines definitely appealed to Niemeyer. 

Questions 6–7
Listen to Speaker 3 and select TWO true statements.

a All city buildings should be made of concrete. 
b People enjoy living in high-rise buildings like  

the Shard. 
c Barcelona has some strange and interesting 

buildings. 
d Some urban areas can be very beautiful. 
e Ordinary people should be involved in 

designing new buildings. 

     /7

2 ECA2  Listen to an extract from a radio programme 
about a global business in Kenya and complete the 
sentences by putting ONE word in each gap.

1 Kenya supplies most of the roses we buy 
in                        in England.

2 Local production cannot supply roses at an 
acceptable                        for consumers.

3 The climate in Kenya means they don’t have to 
worry about sudden                        .

4 The flower industry was originally a way of adding 
to East Africa’s                        in colonial times.

5 Tea and                        are Kenya’s biggest earners.
6 An excellent                        , particularly an 

efficient transportion system, ensures flowers arrive 
in England quickly.

7 Whole                        have been constructed 
with key facilities, such as healthcare and education, 
for the flower workers.

8 Fewer                        are now being used in the 
growing process.

     /8
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SECTION B: READING
3 Read the text and match the subheadings (a–h) with the paragraphs.  There is ONE extra subheading.

a Art as a a tool of transformation and persuasion
b The need for flexibility
c The contradictions of art as a priority
d Powerful reflection of the human condition

e Art as a remedy for loneliness 
f Ancient evidence still relevant
g Ruling powers fear of art
h The influence of one perspective on many

The importance of art in society

1       
When society faces an economic downturn, the 
first sector to face sweeping cuts in terms of 
state funding and support is the arts.  However, 
strangely enough, it has also been noted that all 
forms of art become more popular when times 
are hard. More people go to see films, or watch 
a play in an attempt to escape the doom and 
gloom of reality and the wealthy invest in art as 
financial institutions crumble.  
2     

This anomaly is intrinsically linked to the 
importance of art to human beings as it 
expresses human emotions and focuses on the 
life we have, want or had. Although each work 
of art offers one particular view or opinion of 
the world, it can have a major impact on the 
lives of others, giving them the opportunity to 
see the world from a different perspective.
3     

In its simplest form, people think of art as 
bringing beauty to the world, but it can also 
be an agent of change, challenging us and our 
preconceptions about certain people and things 
and breaking down cross-cultural barriers. It 
is undoubtedly an immensely powerful vehicle 
of communication used by advertisers and 
governments to encourage people to behave in 
certain ways.  
4     

Its influence has been clearly demonstrated 
when, throughout history, governments have 
sought to control their citizens by destroying 
art or banning visual art performances which 
they believed were subversive to the regime and 
depicted misguided ideals.  

5     
Ever since early man left his handprints on 
caves, art has acted as a historical record of our 
collective story. And it is this collective history 
which needs to be developed as we move 
forward in the 21st century, where, on the 
one hand, people are becoming more isolated 
in their homes and yet, on the other, they 
cancommunicate with the whole world.  
6     

Art can encourage us to expand our own 
awareness and, if we work together, we can 
expand that collective awareness, which should 
ensure mankind has a greater chance of surviving 
long into the future. Our success will depend 
on how we are able to adapt to the changes, and 
challenges we may meet in the future, mainly 
wrought by our greed and desire to dominate the 
world. 
7     

Through art we can see or hear the pain of 
those who are suffering, the joy of those who 
are doing well, as well as the sheer beauty of 
the world around us and it will communicate 
emotions and ideas more clearly than any 
politician could.

     /7
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4 Read the text and complete the summary with words from the box. There are more words 
than you need.

offer    thought    individuality    regarding    debate    naive    experience    sophisticated    
embracing    habits    benefit    advantage    suffer    customs    attempt    

Modern primitivism
The word primitive conjures up tribal 
people living with no technology and 
indulging in what today we might consider 
a very simple lifestyle focused on basic 
survival and endless bouts of fighting. In 
other words, these people are regarded as 
‘uncivilised’. However, this is an extremely 
simplistic view, as evidence shows that 
many primitive societies have lived 
peaceful lives for many years and are 
immensely caring for their communities. 

In the 19th century, explorers would take 
indigenous people with them on their return 
journeys home and exhibit them in shows 
and museums, believing, mistakenly, that they 
were not part of the human race. Fortunately, 
we know better today and, although many 
people still associate primitive with ‘uncouth, 
uncultured, illiterate and stupid’, there is an 
ever-growing number who see the word as 
meaning ‘unspoilt by industrialisation and 
technology’. As the world hurtles towards 
total destruction due to massive over-
industrialisation, some people hanker after a 
simpler life in tune with nature.

Over the last few decades, a movement 
which calls itself ‘modern primitivism’ has 
developed in western societies. Modern 
primitivists have adopted practices 
which are familiar amongst some more 
‘primitive tribes’ such as piercing, tattooing, 

scarification and some extreme forms of 
modification of body parts. To the tribes 
from whose traditions these acts have been 
taken, the practices were part of the rites 
of passage through which members of the 
tribe would pass during their life journey. 
Today, the modern primitivist who indulges 
in these practices views the pain they suffer 
as something spiritual, something that helps 
them get closer to the meaning of life and 
another way of expressing their identity in 
an otherwise grey and homogenous world. 

While modern primitives will take body 
modification and pain to the extreme, the 
search for originality can be seen in the 
number of people from all walks of life 
choosing to have tattoos. Commentators 
and philosophers point out that as people 
have become disillusioned with the failure 
of modern society to provide answers to 
the burning questions about life, more 
and more people are looking to the past 
to provide these answers and to the tribal 
societies that appear to live in harmony with 
the world, managing to survive into the 21st 
century.  However, in order to get a deeper 
connection to these cultures, perhaps the 
urban dweller should learn more about 
these tribal groups by visiting and actually 
meeting the people, in order to exchange 
ideas rather than just adopting selected 
elements of their traditional practices. 

For many years, primitive societies have been 
unfairly 1        of as uncivilised, an 
idea that is quite 2        as they have 
complex societal structures. However, more and 
more people are turning towards some tribal  
3        in order to make sense of their  
modern lives. They have been 4        

certain practices, such as tattooing and other 
body modifications in a (an) 5        to 
express their 6        or to find some 
kind of spiritual 7        . Maybe, 
however, they should meet some of these 
primitive tribes in order to 8        from 
their knowledge and wisdom.

     /8
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SECTION C: LANGUAGE

5 Choose the correct option to complete the text.

I’ve just 1been / had / done my house redecorated and 
I have to admit 2to / for / of being very pleased with 
the end result. I should 3to have / having / have done 
it years ago, but I could never afford to pay someone 
to do it and I’m as good as useless 4while / when / as 
long as it comes to DIY. The house 5has / being / was  
built over 100 years ago and every time I need to do 
something, I encounter problems because of its age. As 
a result, I have to get the professionals in, 6who / that 
/ which costs a fortune. Still, if they do a good job, I’ll 
be happy. I’m putting the house on the market next 
month, so I hope it will have been sold by the end of 
the year and I can buy a smaller, newer house 7where / 
which / that there’ll be fewer problems.

     /7

6 Choose the correct option, a, b, c or d.

As she stared at the 1    building in front of her, 
the years dropped away. The last time she had seen the 
house was when she was taken away, aged four, by an 
uncle who was 2    opposed to letting her remain 
alone with her mother. For some reason, he had always 
been extremely 3    towards his sister-in-law, the 
mother whom she had never seen again, having been told 
that she was ill and had subsequently died. Nevertheless, 
her aunt and uncle had 4    her well and her mother 
and father gradually became but distant memories in her 
mind, only just kept alive by the old photograph, which 
still sat on the grand piano at home.
Now, as a young woman, she saw how small and 
5    the house had really been and yet as a child it 
had seemed 6    enormous. Compared to her uncle’s 
huge house, now all she saw before her was a cramped 
terraced house which was in a truly 7    condition.  

1 a depressed c dilapidated 
b diminished d depleted

2 a vehemently c awfully 
b extremely d painfully

3 a radical c friendly 
b intuitive d hostile

4 a treated c cared 
b regarded d dealt

5 a conservative c minor 
b riveting d insignificant

6 a absolutely c highly 
b deeply d greatly

7 a exhilarating c inappropriate 
b irrelevant d appalling

     /7

7 Complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first. Use the word given in capitals. Use no 
more than SIX words.

1 ‘I’m sorry I didn’t come to your party’, she said. FOR
 She                    to my party.
2 She dropped some books. They made such 

a noise that I got the shock of my life. CAUSING
 She dropped some books,                                   

the shock of my life.
3 ‘I’m certain they’ll help you with the 

project,’ he assured me. PROMISED
 He                   with the project.
4 We only said something because you didn’t tell  

us not to. IF
 We               you had told us not to.
5 We need visas to go to Australia. UNLESS
 We                  we have visas.
6 He told me he hadn’t taken the money. DENIED
 He                    the money.
7 I left this morning without locking the door. FORGOT
 I                    this morning.
8 The first time I met her was at the 

company party. REMEMBER
 I                   for the first time at 

the company party.

     /8

8 Complete the text with words from the box. There 
are more words than you need.

take    make    arrangement    insensitive    diplomacy   keep 
inaccurate    revitalised    stereotyped    refused    security 
unjustified    conscientious    promised    consensus

Geoffrey lacked the 1         needed to work in 
a multicultural environment. He had always  
2         people; he had very fixed ideas about 
different nationality characteristics that were often 
simplified or untrue. Consequently, he fell out with 
everyone he worked with and was on the point of being 
sacked. He had never learned to 3         an 
open mind about things and was far too quick to judge. 
Within the company, the 4         was that he 
would never be able to progress and they were better 
off getting rid of him as soon as possible.  Geoffrey’s 
current boss had been extremely patient with him and 
knew Geoffrey to be a 5         worker, if an  
6         one and she felt that he had something  
to offer the company although none of his colleagues  
could see what! He didn’t 7         an interest  
in his staff or try to understand them. He was totally 
inflexible and flatly 8         to change.

     /8
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SECTION D: WRITING
9 Write an essay on the topic below:
Modern technology is having a negative effect on society. To what extent do you agree with this statement?
You should include:
• a clear introduction of the topic.
• at least two advantages.
• at least two disadvantages.
• your own views.
• a concluding summary of the main ideas.
Write about 300–350 words.
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SECTION E: SPEAKING
10 Prepare to talk to your teacher. You have two minutes to prepare. Make some notes so that you can:
• talk about a building you would like to design if you had the chance.
• explain how you think globalisation has affected art and culture.
• talk about a culture you would like to learn more about and why.
• describe what you think makes successful teamwork.
• say how different you think the world will have become by 2040.
When you have prepared, talk to your teacher. Your teacher will ask you questions.

Your notes
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END-OF-COURSE ASSESSMENT 
SCORE CARD

NAME: _____________________________________

CLASS: _____________________________________

SECTION A: LISTENING

     /15

SECTION B: READING

     /15

SECTION C: LANGUAGE

     /30

SECTION D: WRITING

Content points     /5

Production and coherence     /5

Range     /5

Accuracy     /5

     /20

SECTION E: SPEAKING

You

talked about a building you would like to design 
if you had the chance.

Content: 1 2

Effective communication: 1 2

explained how you think globalisation has 
affected art and culture.

Content: 1 2

Effective communication: 1 2

talked about a culture you would like to learn 
more about and why.

Content: 1 2

Effective communication: 1 2

described what you think makes successful 
teamwork.

Content: 1 2

Effective communication: 1 2

said how different you think the world will have 
become by 2040.

Content: 1 2

Effective communication: 1 2

     /20

Total:      /100 0


